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PANOPLIA DOGMATIKE
BYZANTINE ANTI-HERETIC ANTHOLOGY IN
DEFENSE OF ORTHODOXY IN THE
ROMANIAN PRINCIPALITIES DURING THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

To begin a study of the Panoplia Dogmatike (hereafter PD) in the
Romanian Principalities at the turn of the seventeenth century is to present
in reverse order a long history of text transmission. This means taking as
point of departure the first printed edition of anti-heretic anthology, made
at the behest of Byzantine Emperor Alexius I Comnenus somewhere around
the year 1110. Though this is unusual, it is justified because the Tirgoviºte
edition was not only the fruit of antiquarian interest but also deeply
connected with current affairs. Constantin Brâncoveanu and Antim of
Iviron, the ruler and metropolitan of Wallachia respectively, supported
the enterprise as patrons. Without making significant changes to the
original content, they once again recruited the Panoplia to the fight against
heresy. This was possible only in a culture permeated by the language of
values of Byzantium, which was far away yet always present in the
Medieval Romanian Principalities. It is these clear echoes of Byzantium
that will be the main focus of this article.
Had this edition of the PD appeared today, it would most likely have
been welcomed on scholarly grounds. Nonetheless, the publication of
the PD as a genuine authority in the fight against heresy was only possible
because the Romanian Principalities were once part of the Byzantine
Commonwealth: a group of nations that were politically autonomous but
enjoyed strong and durable connections. Undoubtedly, Church and
Orthodoxy formed the strongest bond between these people and continued
to be a binding element long after the fall of the Empire.1 In this light,
the PD offers the possibility to trace the development of one of the flexible
cultural nerves which made and sustained the Commonwealth.
Commissioned at the initiative of the Byzantine emperor, the PD refuted
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by means of Patristic texts each major heresy known to the court
theologians of Emperor Alexius I. Together with the old heresies and the
Medieval dualistic movements, the anthology also listed Judaism and
Islam, because it was deemed that the there was only one true religion.
The PD was read for centuries in the confines of the Oikoumene as a key
source of Orthodox theology (around 72 Greek manuscripts still exist,
with a Slavonic translation from the fourteenth century and a Latin version
printed in Venice in 1555).2 The most recent Greek manuscripts date
from the eighteenth century and, together with the edition of 1710, form
the last editions in the long tradition of this text in the Byzantine
Commonwealth. Thus, a study made from the vantage point of the
eighteenth century might lead to a reevaluation of the importance of the
PD and, conversely, might prove useful in viewing the coeval religious
battles from the perspective of the Byzantine tradition in the fight against
heresy. This approach is yet to be applied to the PD and may prove more
dangerous than appears at first sight because it inevitably touches on the
Byzantine legacy in South-Eastern Europe as reflected in the large
controversies which shook Orthodoxy during the seventeenth century in
terms of the Calvinist Confessio (1629) attributed to the Constantinopolitan
Patriarch Cyril Lucaris and the intense Catholic missionary activities in
the region.
It was not by chance that the PD appeared in Wallachia at the turn of
the eighteenth century, at a time when the Principalities had already
assumed an important role in the preservation of Orthodoxy. As a point
of departure, this study will examine the direct references to the PD
found in other books of polemic character and printed at around the
same time in Wallachia and Moldova. These references attest that the
anthology was still read and highly respected in the seventeenth century.
A word of praise for the PD was spoken by none other than the leading
Orthodox intellectuals of the time: the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Dositheos
II Notaras (1669-1707), called by Iorga “la plus fort tête de tout le clergé
orthodox de l’époque”, and Meletios Syrigos (1586-1643), who was by
far one of the best theologians of the century.
Both Meletius and Dositheos attest that the anthology was read in
connection with recent or contemporary events and three important Church
Synods of the seventeenth century: Jassy 1642, Jerusalem 1672 and
Constantinople 1692. The way Meletius and Dositheos used the anthology
suggests that the PD remained unchanged at the time, though it was still
different from the anthology of which princess Anna Comnena speaks in
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her Alexiad.3 In fact, the only printed text we have today of the PD is to
an equal extent the anthology of the Orthodox theologians of the
Romanian Principalities in the seventeenth century as it is the PD of
Emperor Alexius Comnenus. The best known chapters from the twelfth
century were this time read against the Calvinists, the Uniat Church of
the Greek Catholics in Transylvania, the Catholics, and the Muslims of
the Ottoman Empire. The references to the PD are found in books which
themselves are a clear continuation of the Byzantine anti-heretic tradition.
This suggests that the shift from manuscripts to print culture in the Danubian
Principalities of the seventeenth century was more a change of gear than
direction in the fight against heresy. The anti-polemic editions, which
started appearing in 1682 in Moldova and in 1690 in Wallachia, anticipate
such monumental Byzantine works as the PD and that of John of Damascus,
which appeared some thirty years later.4
The abundance of historical material on the people who supported
the enterprise allows the printed PD to be placed in its natural context: in
a history involving the editor, Metrophanes Gregoras of Dodone, the
sponsor, the Metropolitan of Silistra Athanasius, the lesser known authors
of the dedicatory verses in the book, and some well known people in
Wallachia at the time – the metropolitan, Antim, and ruler, Constantin
Brâncoveanu, together with his gifted son, ªtefan. And if the evidence of
these people proves that the edition came out of the rigorous religious
battles at the time, a logical next move will be to search for traces of
conscientious alterations to the printed text (if any exist). Such a task is
of critical importance, because the Tirgoviºte text, reprinted in the PG
with notes by Christian Friedrich Matthäi, remains the only printed edition
of the PD used and quoted by scholars today. Finally, no study of the
anthology in the Danubian Principalities would be complete without an
examination of the late MSS, which co-existed with the printed text.
Before attempting any of this, however, it will be useful to introduce this
anthology with some preliminary observations.

Panoplia Dogmatike after Panoplia Dogmatike
The PD was widely read throughout the Byzantine Commonwealth.
Coeval sources from the seventeenth century try to persuade us that the
editio princeps was carried out under conditions very close to those for
the original PD – just as the Byzantine Emperor commissioned the PD on
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the occasion of the Bogomil heresy, the rulers of the Danubian
Principalities were continuing the same old war with the same old
weapons. The subordinate position of the Great Church – without Byzantine
Emperor – in the Ottoman Empire clearly shows how it would be rash to
generalize using historical parallels, but the publication of the PD clearly
shows how the methods of punishing heresy in the Byzantine
Commonwealth had changed little from the twelfth century to the time
of Constantin Brâncoveanu. With the exception of several well known
cases involving the Bogomils, these methods rarely included the direct
violence of the stake and burning, and instead involved the Ancient
tradition of fighting heretics by means of anti-heretic anthologies. The
PD was precisely an anthology of this kind, and if Byzantium could be
accused of not being sensitive enough in pursuing heretics, it could equally
be accused of being excessively persistent in this non-sensitiveness.5
The fact that it was possible to revive an anti-heretic anthology, after a
gap of five centuries, implies that this is something more than just
“in-sensitiveness”. The Byzantine way of persecuting heretics differed
significantly from the way the West had persecuted, questioned and burnt
heretics at around the same time the PD was compiled. This most
prestigious anti-heretical book was an anthology of Patristic authors and
not a Book of the Inquisitor. The question as to why Byzantium remained
so neutral in terms of not chasing the “heretics” on a massive scale remains
a tantalizing one, and even Berdiaev has passed on words of
rapprochement.6
The difficulty that exists today of understanding the Byzantine way of
combating heresy has also affected the PD. In modern scholarship it has
not received due attention and is often passed over as a mere compilation.
The only comprehensive study on the Constantinopolitan theologian who
compiled the PD, Euthymius Zigabenus, was performed more than twenty
years ago, and the main achievement of its author, Andreas Papavasileiou,
is that he provides the reader with a useful inventory of all references to
the MSS concerned with the PD.7 Thus, the PD is a niche, not yet entirely
explored, in the otherwise developed scholarship on the two periods that
are the subject of this study: the Comneni in the twelfth century and
Romanian Principalities in the seventeenth century. 8 The idea of
approaching the PD from this perspective came to me when I started
working with the source materials, which are available in Romania. I
was confronted with the dilemma of whether to begin reading the
secondary literature or jump immediately to the original sources. I chose
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to begin with the original materials, many of which are available only in
Romania. This article may thus not be able to provide thorough secondary
literature on all the topics it touches on. In terms of the literature I used,
however, I owe a special debt of gratitude to the studies of the Comneni
period by Angold and Magdalino,9 while for the cultural development of
Romania and the Byzantine theology after the fall of Constantinople I
am indebted to the classic works in the field of Iorga, Runciman and
Podskalsky.10
As a synthesis of the ancient tradition of anti-heretical anthologies,
the PD can be best understood as part of the phenomenon characterized
today as “la cultura della sylloge”.11 In brief, the PD was more important
than we perceive it to be today. It was a not collection of excerpts from
the Church Fathers, but a source book on Patristics and a specific history
of the Church and the fight against heresy. While the Synodicon of
Orthodoxy – the list of heresies condemned in Constantinople after the
Seventh Ecumenical Council in 787 – was used for the annual
commemoration in church of those who had fought for the faith, the PD
represented another aspect of the same sacred history on the basis of
theological texts. It had a dual use as an anti-heresy book and as a book
about heresy, and was therefore both an offensive weapon and defensive
work of scholarly interest in equal measure. That scholarly interest in
deferent heresies was also an aspect of the PD is clear from the compilation
of the PD and quality of the excerpts included. In some cases, Euthymius
Zigabenus, the best Constantinopolitan theologian of the day, and his
team were working in the same way modern editors do with Ancient
texts. They collated several manuscripts and the outcome was a sort of
medieval critical edition on some of the fragments of the Patristic authors
included in the PD. As far as I know, there is as yet no study to show
definitively where the fragments in the PD were taken from, though they
possibly came from the anthologies of St John of Damascus. We should
also not forget the Conciliar anthologies, which were appended to the
decisions of church councils with the famous examples of how a fragment
of writing by a patristic author was read from all the manuscripts, brought
by the participants, in order to ensure that the text was not a forgery.12
Whatever the case with the PD, it clearly follows the tradition of these
Conciliar anthologies in which the right dogma was combined with
philological accuracy.13 As we shall see later, during the seventeenth
century the PD was still perceived as a kind of Conciliar anthology to be
read in connection with the coeval church Synods. If Byzantium fought
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Title page of the editio princeps of Panoplia Dogmatike,
printed in Tiroviºte, 1710
Photo: courtesy of Library of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest
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Second page of the Tiroviºte edition of Panoplia Dogmatike with the
coat of Arms of Prince Constantine Brancoveanu and short verse,
written by Antonius Byzantius and dedicated to the ruler.
Photo: courtesy of Library of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest.
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heresy with medieval critical editions of Patristic authors, we would be
fully justified in issuing some words of disbelief or even rapprochement.
The PD, however, was an authoritative anthology that coexisted with a
number of other anti-heretic texts. Compared with the intolerance of the
attacks, by listing the errors of the Latins or other works of a similar
character the PD remained among the most refined and high brow
instruments of the fight against heresy, rarely attacking heretics, except
where grounded on a dogmatic refutation.14 However, the anthology did
still contain some hostile overtones, and it was not by chance that they
were directed at the enemies of Orthodoxy during the twelfth century,
i.e. Jews, Muslims, Bogomils, Paulitains and the Monophisite Armenians.
The refutation of the Latins, however, was a more complicated case.
Several years earlier, Emperor Alexius had greeted the leaders of the
First Crusade in Constantinople. Moreover, the same theologians who
participated in the PD project were also holding talks in Constantinople
with the Grossolano and the representatives of Rome.15 Relations between
East and West at the time were by no means straightforward and the
militant tone of the PD suggests that the anthology was created by the
most uncompromising circles in Byzantium.16 In the course of time,
however, the belligerent tone of the anthology was mitigated. Compared
with other books of the eighteenth century in Romania it represents the
balanced voice of the ancient tradition. And if at the time of Alexius I it
was pious and important to support this anti-heretical anthology, the same
was equally true of a Romanian ruler in the eighteenth century, though
other books were used on the frontline in the battle against heresy.

References to the PD
During the seventeenth century, the printing presses in Wallachia
and Moldova were responsible for a small array of books directed against
the Catholic and Calvinist propaganda in South-Eastern Europe.17 The
leading position of the Romanian Principalities was due to the fact that
they preserved their autonomy from the Ottoman Empire and became
important centers of Orthodox culture. The Patriarchs of Jerusalem visited
the Romanian Principalities frequently18 – the Patriarchs Theophanos
(1608-1644), Paisios (1645-1660), Nectarios (1661-1669) and later
Chrysantus (1707-1731). But of all the hierarchs, the Patriarch of Jerusalem
Dositheos (1669-1707) “loved Moldavia the most”, as Oikonomides puts
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it.19 As the undisputed leader of Orthodoxy at the time, Dositheos made
Wallachia and Moldavia the headquarters of his activities, and the printing
presses, which the Patriarch supported, produced around eleven books of
a polemical nature directed against the new “enemies of Orthodoxy”.20
These editions remain as monuments to early printing in Romania and
already paved the way for the future edition of the PD. In fact, the influence
of the PD can be found in several of the editions, although the most
important references to the PD are found in a book printed in Bucharest
two decades before the edition of the PD itself. This is the book written
against Lucaris and Calvin and published by Patriach Dositheos in 1690.21
It is not too far fetched to suggest that this book might provide a clue as
to who it was that actually inspired the edition of the PD and why it was
printed in Târgoviºte, with the support of the ruling dynasty of
Brâncoveanu. Moreover, in the prologue the book is described as a second
Panoplia “against the heresies of the present century”.22
The volume contains two texts by Meletius Syrigos and Patriarch
Dositheos himself. At different times, both of these men played a leading
role in the Orthodox answer to the advancement of the Calvinist
propaganda in South-Eastern Europe. The first text in the volume was
written by Syrigos in connection with the Council of Jassy (1642). Patriarch
Dositheos authored the second text in connection with the Council of
Jerusalem (1672). The fact that both authors mention the PD and Zigabenus
indirectly places the anthology in the theological and symbolic setting
of two of the Orthodox Synods that marked seventeenth century. By the
same token, their accounts contribute to an understanding of the key
elements of the PD: the imperial initiative behind the book, the refutation
based on a chronological principle, the tendency to ascribe the
characteristics of older heresies to new ones, and details of the production
of similar works, especially anthologies.

Reference by Patriarch Dositheos II in connection with the
Synod of Jerusalem, 1672
In 1672 the restless Patriarch Dositheos convened the council of
Jerusalem and ostentatiously related the event to the renovation of the
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem, which had recently been taken from
the Catholics. This Synod is considered a major event in the ecclesiastic
history and theology of the seventeenth century and the seventy-one bishops
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and clerics present condemned the Confession of Lucaris (1629), which
professed most of the major Calvinist doctrines. They accepted the
Confession written by Dositheos, who then prepared the text for the 1690
edition. The prologues to this edition also come from the hand of Dositheos,
who presents the rulers of Wallachia and Moldova as the direct heirs to the
Byzantine tradition in the fight against heresy. The role of the “Champions
of Orthodoxy” is yet another example of the way in which the rulers
promoted themselves as the direct heirs to the Byzantine Emperors.23 This
account is important to the understanding of the role of the Byzantine
Emperor, the role of the ruler in the Principalities in the fight against heresy,
and in particular, the commissioning of anti-heretic books and the PD
itself. What does the Patriarch write in the volume’s solemn dedication to
Constantin Brâncoveanu, the ruler of Wallachia, about the responsibilities
of the Orthodox ruler?
But since it is not possible for the evil things to be destroyed, for it is always
necessary to have something to set against the good, in ancient times
pseudo-prophets appeared among the people. Pseudo-teachers rushed
into the church and introduced pernicious heresies denying that the Lord
bought their freedom, and many followed their perdition. And through
them the way of truth was blasphemed by many people. God, however, is
the avenger of justice and truth. Two weapons of justice He provided for
the dissolution of the haughtiness of the heretics: on the one hand the
teachers of the church, in order to eradicate (send to hell) the error with
Holy Synods and with writings of their own; on the other, the Orthodox
rulers, in order to secure them with endurance. Whence, the pious emperors
because of this very reason convoked the Holy Synods in order to decide
on the arising controversies, and they gave validity to the decisions with
imperial rescripts, with edicts, with epistles, with orders and with other
kinds of endeavor. In our times, the Blessed Basile Voevod exposed and
put to shame the mixture of heresies, I say, the ungodliness of Calvin, when
he convoked the Synod in Jassy and when he ordered the blessed Meletius
Syrigos to write the present book for their [the Calvinists] final annihilation.
Even though in the church the need was felt for this edition, it happens
now due to reasons of necessity it remained as a deed for Your Highness to
bring it to light, making it go to print, and to be a its supporter, by giving it
as a present to the whole Church.24

The parallel to Alexius I Comenus, who commissioned his theologian
Zigabenus to compile the PD as a final refutation of the Bogomil heresy,
might appear plausible and yet far fetched had Dositheos not continued
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his address. Further on he claims that the anti-heresy position of Constantin
Brâncoveanu was a logical continuation of the deeds of his noble ancestors
from his mother’s side, the imperial families of Comneni and
Cantacuzeni.25 He mentions five rulers as predecessors to the ruler: John
II, Manuel I, John Cantacuzene, Matheus Cantacuzene. None other than
Emperor Alexius I is then introduced as a founding father of the dynasty
and a forerunner of Constantin Brâncoveanu and is said to have fought
outstandingly (diafo/ r oj) for the faith. His activities pertaining to
Orthodoxy and the fight against heresy are highlighted. And immediately
after the well-known episode of the burning of Basile the Bogomil at the
hippodrome in Constantinople, a word of praise is offered to the PD.
Alexius “ordered Euthymius Zigabenus and participated in the compiling
against each heresy of the PD [Dogmatic Armory], the most beautiful
book which is to exist in the Church”.26 Patriarch Dositheos goes on to
fashion the subsequent rulers from which Brîncoveanu claims to share
bloodlines and also places emphasis on their religious policy.
All this serves to prove that the parallel between Comneni and the
Voevods of the Danubian Principalities does not exist by chance and it
was still important for the seventeenth century ruler to be invested with
the traditional image of the Champion of Orthodoxy – so much so that
Dositheos invents the troublesome connection between the Comneni
Dynasty from the twelfth century, the Moldavian ruler Vasile Lupu27
(1634-1653), who organized the Synod in Jassy, and the family of
Constantin Brâncoveanu, who supported the Against Calvin edition. A
quick look at history shows that Lupu was in fact the ruler of Moldavia
who waged war against neighboring Wallachia, which was equally strong
at that time under the rule of Matei Basarab (1632-1654).
Leaving aside this discrepancy, Patriarch Dositheos repeats one
statement twice in the text, and not by chance, namely that those imperial
predecessors of Brancoveanu are commemorated in the Synodicon of
Orthodoxy, because they acted not only with political but also with
ecclesiastic power (au)tokra/torej, basilei=j - a)rxierei=j) following
Constantine the Great. 28 Naturally, Dositheos was implying that
Constantin Brâncoveanu might be honored in a similar way by posterity.
The Patriarch’s wishes were not fulfilled and Brâncoveanu was killed in
Constantinople, in 1714, together with his four sons. Nonetheless, this
account may help us understand better the role played by the Emperor in
the commissioning of the PD and the change that occurred in terms of
the new position of the Great Church during Ottoman rule.
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The Church during the Comneni is blamed for becoming more
dependent on the will of the Emperors, who provided strong ecclesiastic
organization but deprived it of spiritual leadership. The PD would not
have existed today had Alexius I not requested it from his court
theologians. 29 This statement is perfectly correct. However, the
interference of the Emperor did not undermine in any way the authority
of the PD, but rather added much dignity and prestige. In the eyes of
posterity, the anthology was seen as one of the different far-sighted
initiatives of the Comneni. This supports the view of Michael Angold
that the strong ecclesiastic establishment of Comneni was crucial for the
very survival of Orthodoxy after the fall of the Empire. When the Great
Church had to face the new responsibilities as a representative of all
Orthodoxy in the Ottoman Empire, the strong and centered organization
created by the Comneni was ready to take on the new challenge. The PD
fits precisely into this context. It was one of those imperial initiatives of
the Comneni that became the embodiment of the tradition of the
Oecoumene and gave Alexius I his name as a Champion of Orthodoxy.
The popularity of the PD in the following centuries is sign that Alexius
had done nothing wrong when he urged the Constantinopolitan theologians
to compile the book.30 The effects of this far sighted policy of the Comneni
were still visible in the seventeenth century, when it remained a matter
of importance to follow the Comnenian example – so much so that the
image of Vasile Lupu and “his” theologian, Meletius Syrigos, is fashioned
after the model of Alexius I Comnenus and his theologian, Euthymius
Zigabenus. But this time the balance was changed and, despite the
assertions of Dositheos, the story reversed – the initiative behind the PD
came not from the ruler but from ecclesiastic circles.
Patriarch Dositheos is equally gifted as theologian and historian. He
is also famous for his passionate defense of Orthodoxy. Thus, we might
ask how far his testimony is of importance as evidence for the PD or
whether it was just an image created by the zealous Patriarch who flattered
Constantin Brâncoveanu while pursuing his own agenda.
As proof that this is not the case we find other references that portray
Basile Lupu as a Byzantine emperor and confirm that he was indeed
presented as a defender of Orthodoxy, just like Alexius I Comnenus.
These references were collected by Iorga who concluded that Lupu “had
reached and even superseded the Byzantine Emperors”.31 Among the
most telling examples is the letter from the representatives of the Synod
of Jassy to Vasile Lupu in which the ruler is called “defender of the
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Church and true destroyer of heresies”.32 Undoubtedly, Vasile Lupu must
have spotted his chance in the Synod of Jassy to act as a Defender of
Orthodoxy. Patriarch Dositheos does not fail to interpret the events in
precisely this light and to make the commissioning of anti-heretical books
one of the duties of the Orthodox ruler, whether Alexius I, Vasile Lupu,
George Dukas or Constantin Brâncoveanu.

Reference by Meletius Syrigos in connection with the
Synod of Jassy, 1642
Naturally, the activities of Cyril Lucaris aroused spirits much earlier
in the course of the seventeenth century. The aim of the Synod in Jassy
convoked by Vasile Lupu in 1642 was to condemn the Confessio of Lucaris
and to elaborate a unanimous position of the Orthodox Church against
the advancing propaganda of Protestantism. The next reference to the
PD comes in relation to this Synod and from the book which Patriarch
Dositheos had described as a kind of new Panoplia, which was given as
a commission by the Moldavian ruler to his theologian, Meletius Syrigos.
Meletios33 was a religious adviser to Vasile Lupu and perhaps the most
educated opponent of Cyril Lucaris. As representative of the
Constantinopolitan Patriarch, he took the leading role in the Synod of
Jassy and translated the famous Confession by Mogila34 from Latin into
Greek. The refutation of Meletius against Lucaris was the first part in the
Bucharest volume of 1690. Syrigos was among the most educated men of
his time and it thus comes as no surprise that he knows and quotes the
PD. What is surprising, however, is the way in which he chooses to quote
it.
This reference comes in connection to the IZ chapter of Cyril, “in
which is rejected the actual presence of the Lord and the transformation
of bread and wine into the body and blood of the Lord”. This, in fact, is
the problem of the transubstantiation, which formed a major theme in
the disputes between the theologians of the sixteenth and seventeenth
century.35 Syrigos provides a total refutation of Lucaris’ Confessio, with
several counter arguments, Biblical quotations and argumentation from
the Patristic authorities in which he shows his thorough knowledge of the
Patristic legacy authors. The testimonies of the Church Fathers proceed
in generations, and each generation is measured as a hundred years.
Thus, in the first generation we have Ignatios of Antioch and Dionysius
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the Areopagite. In the twelfth generation, that is to say the twelfth century,
comes Zigabenus together with Salomonas of Gaza. The account finishes
with the fifteenth generation, presented by Meletius, the Patriarch of
Jerusalem, Maxime Margounius, and Gabriel of Philadelphia.
Before coming to the quotation from Zigabenus and the PD, another
detail deserves our attention. In this chapter of refutation, Meletius
(un)consciously falls into the pattern of composition on which the PD
and other anti-heretical books were based. This illustrates the depths of
the tradition in the fight against heresy in which there is a panoply of
authors arranged chronologically. But among the continuity, discontinuity
is also visible. The authors are paraphrased and not quoted. As far as I am
aware, it still goes unnoticed that in the original PD the order of excerpts
from patristic authors in each chapter roughly corresponds to the solemn
illustrations of Cod Vat Gr 666, the MS which might be the signature
from the twelfth century. The Church fathers in this MS are waiting to
give their works to the Emperor, arranged chronologically in terms of the
period in which they lived, and the same logic is behind most of the
chapters of Zigabenus. Thus, when, for example, excerpts from
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite are used as a refutation in a given
chapter, these excerpts are always the ones to open the entry, just as the
Areopagite will be the first to give his scroll to the Emperor in Vat. Gr.
666. In similar vein, Syrigos gives precedence to authors believed to
have lived in the Apostolic times and, of course, the Areopagite is at the
forefront.
After this necessary transgressio, we can return to the account by
Meleitus Sirigos of Zigabenus. What follows is a translation of the entire
entry on the PD, albeit the first part is not of general interest at this
moment. Syrigos starts with a quotation from the Commentary to the
Gospel,36 another work also written by the court theologian to Alexius I.
During these times there flourished a certain Zigabenus, a most educated
man, who says such words in his commentary on Mathew, in the KS
chapter. He didn’t say these are [semadia] symbols of my body and my
blood, but these are my body and blood. And a little further [in the text].
Just as He deified the flesh, which He took on (if it is right to say “deified”
because He didn’t make divine the flesh according to nature) the other
things pertaining to his life-giving body are also beyond words.
And also in the Panoplia, in the KA chapter, he [Zigabenus] demonstrates
extensively from the church fathers, who are Gregory of Nyssa and John of
Damascus, the transformation [transubstantiation] of the bread and the
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wine into the body and the blood of Christ. Because at that time in parts of
Greece and the East there began to be heard the heresy of Berengar. This
heresy had its beginning in Italy from the 1050 [AD]. Somehow, it grew
also branches to those who inherited it and brought even to our lifetime
the odor of death. And its ungodly and most defiled tongue then said that
the body of Christ is not present in the Eucharist in the way in which the
thing signified is out of the thing which is signifying and the depicted living
man is in the dead image of him so that it is never possible to be the true
body of God in the Eucharist, but the bread and wine remain again in their
own nature. This late opinion – that to be about the bread and the body of
Christ – was inherited by those named after Luther and they made this
teaching their own, maintaining it until today. Because of this the fathers
who were living at that time refuted it with most clear arguments, when they
wanted to make manifest the mystery. And in a similar way the next
generations to refute the impious opinions and words of those heretics.37

At first sight this account adds one more heresy coeval with the
compilation of the PD. It could form part of my future research, though
some caution must be exercised given the anti-Calvinist bias of the author.
A clue that a part of the PD might be related to the teaching of Berengar
would offer the unique possibility to suggest that the PD refutes a
movement which was a problem for the Western Church at the time the
PD was complied in Byzantium.38 Taking into account the unstable
relations between Byzantium and the West under Alexius I shortly after
the First Crusade, the “Berengar clue” is very tempting because it implies
another position of Constantinople and Rome, one much more flexible
and ambiguous than is perceived nowadays. In order to prove or discard
this theory, however, the early manuscripts of the PD must be examined.
As we shall see later, the chapter Syrigos quotes is a problematic place
in the PD Corpus. But whatever the case with the movement of Berengar,
Syrigos’ account already anticipates a future edition of the PD. It provides
one of the reasons to publish this anthology: the Orthodox theologians in
the seventeenth century saw in it a refutation of Berengar, whom they
considered a forerunner of Luther and Calvin. It should be noted that
Berengar was often mentioned by Syrigos and by the theologians of the
time.39 As we shall see from the next reference, the PD became attractive
not only because of the Berengar chapter, but also because of the parts
against the Iconoclasts and the dualist heretics from the twelfth century,
who were also considered forerunners of Calvinism.
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Indirect reference in connection with
the Synod of Jerusalem, 1692
The Synod of 1692 was again convoked by Dositheos in order to
condemn his personal enemy, Caryophillis.40 Leaving aside the personal
enmities, the Synod was provoked once again by the heritage of Cyril
Lucaris and his controversial connection to the Calvinists. Caryophillis,
a disciple of Corydalleos and, therefore, an adherent of Lucaris, had to
confront once more the powerful reaction Lucaris’ ideas were continuing
to cause in the Orthodox Church at the time. During all stages of this
bitter confrontation, Patriarch Dositheos exploits the traditional patterns
against heretics employed by the Orthodox Church. On the Sunday of
Orthodoxy in 1692, the Patriarch publicly tore apart the condemned book
by Caryophillis. Later on, Dositheos wrote a treatise against Caryophillis
in which he presented his enemy as having the typical features of a
heretic. This book came out just two years after the death of Caryophillis,
who died in Wallachia after having taken asylum at the court of Constantin
Brâncoveanu. The next reference to the PD, albeit indirectly, comes
from this refutation of Caryophillis published in Jassy in 1694.41
In the prologue Dositheos notes that every heretic is a hypocrite and
presents his adversary Caryophyllis in terms reminiscent of the behavior
of a Bogomil adherent pretending to be Orthodox in order to escape
further prosecution. The scene in which Caryophyllis is officially
questioned over his Orthodoxy resembles the much quoted episode in
which Emperor Alexius outwitted Basile the Bogomil, exposed him as a
hypocrite heretic and, in connection with the trial, commissioned the
Panoplia. Patriarch Dositheos, a theologian and historian of equal merit,
is apparently alluding to this famous episode, though he doesn’t mention
it directly. The Patriarch is quick to conclude that Caryophyllis “was
caught that he is from the heresy of Berengar and Calvin and the madness
of the Manichees…” To a question why he doesn’t believe in the teaching
and the glory (doxa) of the church, Caryophyllis “anathemises those who
are not inscribed in the teaching of the Church”. Dositheos notes,
somewhat ironically, that Caryophyllis thought that the Catholic church
had the same teaching “as Symeon Vasilides, the Gnostics, Marcion,
Ebion, the Manichees, the Messalians, the Bogomils, the Iconoclast Synod
in Blachernae, set up during the rule of Copronymos, Berengar, Calvin,
Luther, Lucaris, Corydalleos, and the teaching of his own and these
companions”.42
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Some of the ancient heresies mentioned are present in the anthology
of Zigabenus and reading this text might explain why the PD has been so
popular over the centuries, even if it refuted only those heresies known
up until the twelfth century. At work in this case is the ancient practice
of ascribing to new religious movements what was already known of
older heresies. This also shows that the separation of the chapters in the
anthology was not always considered as important as the diffusion between
them, because some of the heresies were considered to have common
views.43 In the example quoted it is not the distinction but the common
features of the different heresies that provide the continuity that makes it
possible to connect the heretic movements of the early Christian period
with Berengar and the teachings of Lucaris.

Old chapters against new enemies
The expression “migma pasis kakias” – mixture of every evil – could
be applied to almost every heresy. The same expression is repeated in
connection with the Bogomils by Symeon of Thessaloniki,44 whose treatise
Against Heresies was published for first time in Romania in 1683 by the
renowned intellectual of the time John Comnenus Molivdos. The whole
structure of this treatise is based on the PD, or a later re-working of the
PD, and, according to Symeon the Bogomils, was a modified off-shoot of
the Iconoclasts. From what we know, it appears that the Manicheans,
Paulistians, Messalians, Bogomils, and even the Iconoclasts were
conceived in the seventeenth century as forerunners of the Protestants,
and therefore these chapters could be used effectively against them, and
this was a strong reason behind the decision to publish the PD. The
strongest argument was voiced by Meletius Syrigos, who pointed out that
in a separate chapter the PD refutes Berengar, who was considered a
forerunner of the Protestants.
Even if the Calvinist activities and the legacy of Cyril Lucaris were
the strongest reasons for the publication of the PD, the chapter against
the Latins was also seen as a welcome text in the seventeenth century
given the danger of Unia in Transylvania. Potentially, some other chapters
could also be used against “enemies” of Orthodoxy and this question
touches on the attitude shown to the “others” in the Romanian
Principalities. The entry “Against the Armenians” might have been read
against the Armenians of the time. At least, this is suggested by the MS
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604(262) from Library of the Romanian Academy, which is an anti-heretical
miscellany against the Armenians and Latins dating from the sixteenth
century.45 The provenance of this MS might be connected with Moldova,
where in 1551 there was an act of persecution against the Armenians
that was never repeated. During the following century, in the years
1683-85, Armenians emigrated from Moldova to Transylvania because
of war and not persecution. From approximately the same period comes
data about the Paulitians in the Romanian Principalities. During the Middle
Ages these Paulitians were settled by the Byzantine Emperors in the region
near the modern town of Plovdiv (Bulgaria). Over the course of time
some converted to Catholicism or Islam46 and took part in a revolt against
the Ottoman Empire, as a result of which they emigrated to the Romanian
Principalities. Although plausible, I am yet to find any direct testimony
proving that the chapters against the Paulitians and the Armenians in the
PD were read against these groups. Naturally, the question of the chapter
against the Jews also deserves attention, given that in 1715, five years
after the publication of the PD, there appears perhaps the first data about
a pogrom against the Jews in which their Synagogue was destroyed in
Bucharest.
The popularity of the PD during the seventeenth century shows the
practice of the fight against new religious movements in their relation to
heresies of the past in full swing. Scholars face enormous difficulties in
distinguishing the peculiarities of each movement in this practice, but
then this is exactly what made books like the PD classics in the fight
against heresy. Three of the accounts on the PD come from Patriarch
Dositheos and books he printed in the Romanian Principalities. The sources
of that period probably contain more references to the PD, and not only
in Greek, as yet undiscovered by me. However, the testimonies of
Dositheos anticipate the Greek Târgoviºte edition of 1710, and the story
of the people who published this volume suggests that the restless Patriarch
not only gave inspiration to the enterprise through his activities but also
had some direct involvement in this edition, which was published three
years after his death. If this can be proved then the words of the Patriarch
quoted here would have the weight of a first hand account of the reason
to publish the PD and would connect it directly with the Calvinist and
Catholic propaganda in South-Eastern Europe.
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The Târgoviºte Edition of 1710
The title of the printed PD mentions as patrons of the edition Prince
Constantin Brâncoveanu, his son Stefan and two Metropolitans, Antim
the Metropolitan of Hungo-Wallachia and Athanasius of Silistra. The short
coeval verses of dedication are followed by the address of Athanasius of
Silistra to the ruler of Wallachia Constantin Brâncoveanu. Then, as in a
dyptich, come the opening pages of the PD from the twelfth century with
the original dedicatory verses and the address to the Emperor Alexius
Comnenus.47 The clue for the possible connection of this edition of the
PD with the Patriarchate of Jerusalem comes from the life and activities
of the man directly responsible for the quality of the published text: the
hieromonk Metrophanes Gregoras of Dodone.
The immediacy of the accounts on Metrophanes Gregoras show a
somewhat unexpected picture of this monk, who was born in Northern
Greece and led a life characterized by travel, adventure and even a
miracle. He must have been a notable character among the men of letters
at the court of Constantin Brâncoveanu, where he spent the last period of
his life and edited seven books of superb quality. Contrary to all
expectations, Metrophanes enjoyed the wine, the play of table and was
heavily addicted to cigarettes. At least this is the picture provided by
Nicolae Mavrocordat, who knew Metrophanes personally and even wrote
a treatise “Against Tobacco”, which Metrophanes answered with a parallel
work entitled “Speech for Tobacco”. (Mavrocordat replied in turn with a
further treatise against the tobacco.)
Despite being a heavy smoker, Metrophanes reached the Patriarchal
age of hundred and four years and was mentioned in several accounts of
his contemporaries. In treating these accounts, however, a certain amount
of caution must be exercised because there were at least two other
Metrophanes at this time in the Romanian Principalities: Metrophanes
the bishop of Buzãu, who was also a well known editor, and Metrophanes
of Nyssa, the confessor of Brâncoveanu who became the Metropolitan of
Hungro-Wallachia after the death of his predecessor, Antim of Iviron.48
Demetrius Procopius gives the following brief description, which fits
entirely with what we might expect from the editor of a monumental
book like the PD: “Metrophanes Gregoras of Dodone: skilled in the Greek
language, educated in secular learning as well as in our sacred education,
poet and hierokeryx; reads and studies the sacred Scriptures and the holy
writings of the Church Fathers”.49 A first hand testimony is given by
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Daponte, who recalls a meeting with Metrophanes, who by then was
already laden with years:
At the age of twenty eight or twenty nine, I went to Bucharest in the month
of June, 1730, at the time Mihail Racoviþã Bogdan was a ruler, ten months
after the great zorbaliki?(?), which deposed Sultan Ahmed and imposed
Sultan Mahmud; I got to know Metrophanes, and when talking with him
he told me that he was one hundred and four years old, and not a long time
afterwards he passed away.50

In his account Daponte also provides a list of the services to Saints,
written by Metrophanes, several verses (including one on the dangerous
charms of love), and a letter to Nicolae Mavrocordat in which
Metrophanes explains how due to sickness he is unable to write verses
for a book by Nicolae.
He not only had a long but also an adventurous life, even including a
miracle that took place on the eve of St. Demetrius’ Feast in 1687.51 In a
first hand narrative Metrophanes describes how the Patriarch of
Constantinople, Jacob, (presumably during his third term as Patriarch,
i.e. 1687-1688) sent him on a mission to Macedonia together with some
younger companions during a turbulent time of power struggles in
Constantinople. Suddenly awakened at midnight, Metrophanes and his
companions were dragged to a prison and accused of being Austrian
spies intending to betray the region to the Austrians. When the local
judge saw the patriarchal seal, he refused to pass any judgment citing
insufficient evidence. The accusers rushed to the neighboring villages
and gathered around fourteen people ready to give false testimony. Thus,
in less then twenty four hours, Metrophanes found himself condemned to
death. During what he presumed to be the last night of his life, the future
editor of the PD recalls how he fell to his knees with “hot prayers and
tears”, when suddenly, around midnight; St. Demetrius appeared to him
in his cell riding a red horse and said that God has given life to
Metrophanes. Of course, a happy ending was to follow soon afterwards:
a man arrived, unlocked the cell door, provided a horse, and Metrophanes
and his young companions were saved during the night before the Feast
of St. Demetrius. As a token of gratitude Metrophanes later wrote a service
to St. Demetrius. The story is made up of common motives and shows
another facet of the reality in which the people of the time most likely
lived. Metrophanes appears to be describing his vision of St. Demetrius,
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as he had probably seen him on an icon, riding a red horse. The allegation
that he was a spy for Austria can be explained in terms of the 1682-1699
war between the Ottoman Empire and Austria, which involved the second
siege of Vienna in 1683 and the final peace of Sremski Karlovci (Karlovitz,
Karlóca) in 1699. In the year in question (1687) the Ottomans had lost
Eger and the second battle of Mohacs to Austria. The internal problems
of the Empire mentioned in the account fit well with the chronology,
because this year saw sultan Mehmed IV (1648-1687) deposed and the
coming to power of Süleyman II (1687-1691). However, the question as
to what kind of mission Patriarch Jacob sent Metrophanes on to Macedonia
remains something of an enigma. The connection between the monk and
the Patriarch might also be revealing because the list of patriarchs of
Constantinople shows how Jacob exchanged the position of Patriarch
three times with Dionysius IV and how apparently there was a certain
division in Constantinople in which Metrophanes may also have been
involved.52
The important historical events of the time had their repercussions for
the life of Metrophanes, and the abundant material, which also includes
some interesting letters, allows us to write a micro-history of life in the
Ottoman Empire as presented by this educated Greek monk. However,
such a task can not be attempted here, with the exception of a few
significant details. As a man of letters, Metrophanes possessed a library,
and two MSS bear his name as owner.53 One of these MSS preserves his
ex libris – appended to a text by Corydalleos – together with a historical
note from the years in which Köprülü Grand Vezir Mustafa (son of Mehmed)
(1689-1691) was in power.
Living in Wallachia, Metrophanes witnessed the tumultuous years
which followed the killing of Constantin Brâncoveanu and his four sons
by the janissaries in Constantinople. He wrote a short chronicle describing
the downfall of Brâncoveanu, the rule of Stephan Cantacuzene
(1714-1715), followed by the accession of the first Phanariote ruler of
Wallachia Nicolae Mavrocordat (1715-1716). 54 The chronicle is
dedicated to the next ruler, John Mavrocordat (1716-1719).
Above all, however, Metrophanes is best known as an editor. In the
period 1705-1715 (or 1721) he edited seven books in Wallachia, all in
Greek and differing in content, but all of an ecclesiastical nature and of
outstanding quality, and in most cases containing his own verses of
dedication. As editor Metrophanes was part of the printing team of Antim
of Iviron, the greatest name in book printing at the time and who made
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contributions reaching far beyond the confines of the Romanian
Principalities. Undoubtedly, Metrophanes knew Antim personally, even
writing a service to St. Antim on his request. Antim quickly advanced in
the ecclesiastical hierarchy and, not wishing to abandon book printing,
moved his printing activities to the places of his new appointments.
Following Antim, Metrophanes worked as editor in Bucharest, Râmnic
and Târgoviºte. A close examination of the books edited by Metrophanes
reflects the change in climate around 1710 after the appointment of Antim
as Metropolitan of Hungro-Wallachia. The new Metropolitan entered into
conflict with the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Chrysantos Notaras, over the
possession of the monasteries in the Principalities under the jurisdiction
of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. Metrophanes sided with Chrysantos and
edited his last two books under the patronage of the Patriarch of Jerusalem.
A review of the books edited by Metrophanes might help us understand
more about the PD and its context.55
These books will be presented here together with some short notes on
the historical background and connection, if any, to the PD. A certain
amount of caution must be exercised, however, because such a detailed
approach could result in an erroneous view of Metrophanes and
exaggerate his role in the Romanian Principalities. In order to be honest,
we need to underline that he, a man who was highly professional and
precise in his work, was one of the most educated men involved in book
printing at the time. His task was described as epimeleia kai diorthosei –
“care and correction” – which implies that he was responsible both for
the technical merit and the quality of the editions.

The Service to Saint Vessarion, Bucharest, 1705
The first book of hieromonk Metrophanes Gregoras of Dodone appeared
on 2 April 1705, when the Service to Saint Vessarion56 was published in
Bucharest. St. Vessarion, the bishop of Larissa (c. 1490-1540), was a very
important saint because of his miracles against the plague.57 I was not by
chance that the book has undergone several reprints. At first glance, a
service to a saint should not be connected in any way with the belligerent
spirit of an anti-heretical anthology such as the PD. Nonetheless, the
common editor of the volumes is not the only connection between the
books. It suffices to read the epigram on page 26 dedicated to St. Vessarion,
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which has the telling title “by Metrophanes against the sacrilegious papists”
and probably refers to a case of furta sacra – “theft of pieces from the
relics of the Saint” .58

Tomos Haras, Râmnic, 1705
In the same year, some six months later, there appeared the next
editorial work from Mithrophanes from the printing press in Râmnic, where
Antim was a bishop at the time. This was the famous Tomos Haras,59
which, despite the ironic name, was an answer to the Act of Union with
the Catholic Church by a portion of Romanian Orthodox clergy in
Transylvania in 1700.60 Naturally, the tone of this volume is belligerent,
and this, in fact, is one of the famous editions by Patriarch Dositheos,
who also wrote a detailed prologue on the relations between East and
West during Photius (a verso-ig recto ) and yet another commentary on
the Synod of Photius, which were inserted in the main body of the book
(103-134).61 This second commentary is a fragment of perhaps the most
famous work of Dositheos, History of the Patriarchs of Jerusalem,62 a
history of the Church from the early days of Christianity up to the personal
experience of Dositheos as the Patriarch of Jerusalem. Metrophanes was
also the editor of this famous book. That a fragment of the History was
published in Tomos Haras suggests that in 1705 Metrophanes had already
received the manuscript of this important book, which he published some
ten years later. Tomos Haras itself had attracted much attention, but here
it also provides a probable direct connection between the leader of the
Orthodox Dositheos and Metrophanes.
Being responsible for the publication of Tomos Haras, Metrophanes
didn’t miss the opportunity to make his own humble contribution to the
spiritual fight of the Orthodox through two short epigrams addressed to
Constantin Brâncoveanu and Patriarch Dositheos. He finishes the address
to Constantin Brâncoveanu with a comparison between the fight against
heresy and the Lernean Hydra, the nine-headed monster killed by Heracles.
Given that it is not possible to treat in detail all the dedicatory verses by
Metrophanes, this epigram will be used as an illustration of this side of
his editorial work. The epigram was placed under the coat of arms of
Constantin Brâncoveanu and read as follows:
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If you truly urge me to sing of the man, ruler and father,
Give me another leader similar to him
And I will extol for you that ruler
If you are not able to do so. But my spirit leads me
To turn to this very outstanding sovereign with praises.
Rejoice love with the leader of the sacred people
Pride of the cities in Hungro-Wallachia, the bravest of all
You most sweet son of the famous wisdom
Constantine the Greatest Most Serene Basarab
May you have life for many circles of the sun
Because you didn’t kill the Hydra of Heracles
But adorned your fatherland with printing
Destroying the heresy of the blasphemous pope-idolaters
Brâncoveanu, Basarab, glory of the pious.
The English translation does not fully render the mixture of rare and
ancient words with the clichés in the writing of Metrophanes. The metaphor
of the Hydra seems to be locus communis and the Wallachian Prince
Radu Brâncoveanu also employs it in eulogy to Dositheos.63 To the
classical imagery one might add the comparison of Meletius Syrigos in
the above mentioned Against Calvin, in which the man who is able to
tackle all the heresies is expected to have the sharp eye of none other
than Lynceus, the hero who helped the Agronauts in their search for the
Golden Fleece.64 References to mythology and rhetoric are yet another
aspect in the fight against the heretics. Leaving aside any parallels
reaching back to Byzantium, it suffices here to understand the odd
comparison, which was employed for the PD in 1710. In the prologue,
written in heavy and artificial Greek, Athanasius of Silistra compares the
dogmatic Panoply of Alexius with the shield of Achilles, as described in
Iliad.65 This comparison is not successful simply because Athanasius is
not precise when saying that Achilles received only a shield while Alexius
is equipped with a whole armory. However, this parallel might also be
revealing, because it comes back to the ever-present pattern which made
princess Anna Comnena give the historical account of her father the title
Alexiad, in a clear reference to the Illiad.
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Biblos with all the services of the Church 1709, Târgoviºte
This is an essential edition with the Liturgies and Services66 to be read
in the Church throughout the ecclesiastic year. It was initiated by Antim
of Iviron, who also wrote the prologue to the book. Metrophanes left a
colophon in the main body of the edition where some blank space was
left at the end of the Pentecostarion. This colophon had not been noticed
as yet. It is an example of the fluctuation in the shift from manuscripts to
printed text, since we have an editor who has left a printed note fashioned
in a similar way a scribe would write at the end of a manuscript:
Metrophanes Presbyter Grygoras from Dodone,
End, Glory to the God in Trinity,
Who gave strength to my humble mind,
Both to think right and to correct
The divine books of the Orthodox
Whoever of the leaders or the whole clergy
Delighting in the Iois of these books
All of you, forgive me, if something in the books
Looks worse than the word good and divine
Willful servant of your love, the most humble among presbyters,
Metrophanes of Dodone.67

Service of Saint Catherine, Târoviºte, 1710
Published several months before the PD, this edition of the Service to
St. Catherine68 again shows that Metrophanes had certain affiliations
with the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. The tradition of close relations between
the Romanian Principalities and the monastery of St. Catherine on Mount
Sinai began in the sixteenth century and was strictly respected, especially
by the Wallachian princes. On the other hand, Dositheos, as Patriarch of
Jerusalem, was also in close contact with Sinai. Thus, this small and very
elegant book had a strong reason to be published exactly at that time
and place. As supporters of the edition we can mention only the ruler
Constantin Brâncoveanu and the Metripolitan Antim. The book again
contains verses of dedication by Metrophanes, to the Voevod, the
Metropolitan and St. Catherine.
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Panoplia Dogmatike, Târoviºte, May, 1710
Seen in the context of the other books by Metrophanes, it becomes
apparent that the PD was the last edition made in close collaboration
with Antim of Iviron. The summer of the same year saw the start of the
conflict with Antim and the next Patriarch of Jerusalem, Chrysanthos
Notaras, who was also a nephew of Dositheos. Metrophanes, who already
had some affiliation to Jerusalem, took the side of Chysanthos and from
this moment onwards edited only books commissioned by Chrysanthos.
The PD came out some months before the escalation of the conflict.
Given the fact that for five years Metrophanes had edited one of the
important books of Dositheos, it is plausible that the PD was also
connected in some way to Jerusalem.

Syntagmation, Bucharest, 1715
This time the supporter of the edition69 was the next Patriarch of
Jerusalem, Chrysanthos. Metrophanes dedicated some verses of dedication
to him and the new ruler of Wallachia, Stephan Cantacuzene (1714-1715).
It is worth noting that this book contains Cyrillic script for the Slavic
names used, and the Cyrillic script is also present in the last book, which
has its lengthy title rendered also in Slavic in parallel with the Greek.

History of the Patriarchs of Jerusalem, or Dodekabyblos,
1715-1722
This history, known by the short title Dodekabyblos, is a monumental
work for the entire period.70 It was written by Patriarch Dositheos and
represents not only the history of Jerusalem but also the History of the
Christian Church from the early times to Christianity until the time of
Patriarch Dositheos. In the last part of the book Dositheos gives a first
hand account of the troubled time of his own term as Patriarch of
Jerusalem. The edition of this huge work is a story in itself. This story is
traced by Kournoutos in an excellent way. Chrysanthos Notaras
commissioned Metrophanes with this posthumous edition by Patriarch
Dositheos. At the time “poor Metrophanes”, as Kournoutos puts it, must
have been around eighty-five years old. Both his poor health and the
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political changes in the Principality prolonged work on the edition by
more than five years. Chysanthos, who was extremely well versed in the
craft of book printing, played an active role in the edition and maintained
correspondence with Metrophanes, a part of which has been preserved
and gives a moving insight into Metrophanes, who, partially paralyzed
and in bed, continued with the work at the request of the Patriarch.
In this work Dositheos makes another mention of the PD, which was
written before its publication in 1710 but appeared after it and therefore
deserves to be noted here. Although heavily dependent on the account
by Anna Comnena in the Alexiad, Dositheos highlights the fruitful source
for the heretic movements, which is to be found in the Byzantine canon
low texts such as Balsamon.71
An illustration of the subsequent distribution of the books edited by
Metrophanes might be given by Cod BAR 1052.72 Dating from the
eighteenth century (1725 on f. 2), this manuscript is a catalogue of the
books for personal use belonging to Constantin Mavrocordat.73 Even though
this inventory is not full, it contains three books edited by Metrophanes:
Tomos Haras, the Syntagmation, and The History of the Patriarchs of
Jerusalem. By chance, the same editions show that Metrophanes had a
clear affiliation with Dositheos and Chrysanthos, who supported these
books as Patriarchs of Jerusalem. The presence of these volumes in the
library of Mavrocordat shows that they were not apparently of primary
interest, but were a requisite of a good library collection.
Although the main burden of the editorial work was carried out by
Metrophanes Gregoras, this edition of the PD was the result of the efforts
of a group of people who contributed to the best of their capacity. All
Wallachian editions of that time mention the ruler Constantin
Brâncoveanu, and therefore it is not possible to draw any conclusions as
to any direct involvement on the basis of the title page. The mention of
his son, Stephen, however, deserves further investigation, because he
had literary interests and was himself an author of several works printed
at the time.74 The sponsor Athanasius, the Metropolitan of Silistra, is
recorded in history mainly for his contribution to this book. As the
Metropolitan of a town with a Turkish garrison, he preferred to avoid any
possible tensions and spent much of his time at the court of Constantin
Brâncoveanu. On the other hand, the court of Brâncoveanu was an
attractive center for many other theologians and men of letters who came
to Wallachia from different places.75 In the year of the edition Athanasius
was in Istanbul. A connection of the edition to Istanbul is provided by the
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authors of the dedicatory verses, two of whom were teachers at the
Patriarchal Academy in Phanar. Three short verses – in praise of
Brâncoveanu, Athanasius and the book – came from the hand of less
well known people. Nonetheless, the information found in the edition
provides one more small detail about the milieu of the PD. These authors
are mentioned as “deacon Ioannikius Khadzi” and “the learned man
George Khadzithanu”. The title of khadzi, when added to the names of
the Orthodox Christians, is always used to indicate a pilgrimage to
Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulcher. The honor which this title brought
with it is still remembered today, and the addition of word to the family
name of a pilgrim is still, albeit rarely, used in some parts of the region.
Procopius has left an account of Antonius and Churmuzious, the other
authors of the verses who were both teachers at the Constantinopolitan
School. Behind this account we find a family tragedy: these two men
turn out to be brothers and premature death ends both their promising
careers. Procopius is concise in his account:
Antonius Byzantius – a teacher at the Constantinopolitan School, a
man of letters, diligent and industrious, experienced in the Greek language,
educated in secular learning as well as sacred education – would have
made a great contribution as a man responsible for youth wishing to
pursue philology, had he not passed away quite so young.
Churmuzious Byzantius – brother of Antonius, no lesser in virtue and
education – who had traveled to Italy and listened to the learned men in
Padua, also became a teacher at the Constantinopolitan School and would
have been no less useful to his disciples as a lecturer if premature death
had not cut his life short.76

Alterations to the content of the edition
Knowing that some heresies in the anthology were read in the
seventeenth century as forerunners of Calvinism and the editor of PD was
writing fervent verses against the Catholics, the question arises as to how
far the printed text followed the contents of the PD as attested in the
manuscript tradition. In other words, which manuscripts were used for
the edition and to what extent are they representative for the text of the
PD? At this stage, I am unable to provide a definite answer. A collation
between the printed text and Cod. Vat. Gr. 666, dating from the twelfth
century and containing the first volume of the PD, shows that the editors
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in Târgoviºte did an excellent job. Here I can provide only preliminary
notes on the second volume of the PD as attested in Cod. Gr. 297 from
the National Library of Greece,77 also dating from the twelfth century.
The printed text in this edition is very close to the early MS of the twelfth
century and the large number of excerpts is precisely rendered.
Nonetheless, there are two significant interventions and, in the context
of seventeenth century, this edition of the PD provides two new chapters,
which, as far as can be ascertained, were not attested in the early
manuscripts. These interventions provide yet further proof that the PD
was used as a real weapon in the fight against the Catholics and the
Calvinists, and therefore the anthology was equipped with individual
chapters against the Latins and a chapter on transubstantiation.

Separate chapter against the Latins
In the Târgoviºte edition, reprinted in the PG, there is a short chapter
attributed to Patriarch Photius.78 In the early Cod. Gr. 297 the chapter
against the Latins (ff. 116 verso-118 recto) is denoted as a subchapter or,
more precisely, an appendix.79 It is called both in the table of contents
(f.185 recto) and the main text (ff. 228 verso-230 recto). Without a thorough
study of the manuscript tradition, it is not possible to reach any conclusions,
however this important alteration must have appeared much earlier than
the Târgoviºte edition. The evidence on the “moving chapter” comes
from the only known copy of the Slavonic translation of the PD, dating
from the fourteenth century and stored at the Library of the Romanian
Academy under BAR MS Slav 296. The text against the Latins is labeled
there as chapter (f. 116 verso). The translator of the text, or another man
of letters, again compared this Slavic translation with another Greek
manuscript and noted some differences. For the item “Against Latins” he
left a note in the margin stating that this chapter should be a subchapter
and the note even provides a definition in Church Slavonic of the Greek
word for subchapter.80

New chapter on transubstantiation
Collated against MS 297 we see that that the chapter Meletius Syrigos
quotes as a direct refutation of Berengar does not exist at all. In MS 297
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this is a part of the chapter against the Paulitians (ff. 310 recto-334 recto).
The text “About the cross, about the holy baptism and about the
transformation of the Lord’s body and blood” is presented simply as a part
of this chapter on f. 331 verso. Undoubtedly, this alteration connects the
publication of the PD with Calvinst propaganda and the legacy of Cyril
Lucaris. Another trace also leads to the context of sixteenth century. The
ex libris of the manuscript of Iviron contains a note that it belongs to
Maximus Margounius (1549-1602), the Greek humanist scholar and later
Orthodox Bishop of Cythera who was a leading figure at the time and,
being heavily involved in Church affairs, was also connected with
Lucaris.81
As Christian Friedrich Matthäi observed more than two centuries ago,
the edition in Tirgoviºte is based on the MS or MSS with an abridged
version of the PD that omits the chapters against Agnoetos and Origen.82
According to Matthäi these short chapters were missing from the large
number of manuscripts he consulted, probably because the heresies they
refuted appear to have been considered obsolete. The chapter “Against
the Saracens” was omitted timore turcos. Nonetheless, this editio princeps
remains of high quality and closely follows the early MSS from the twelfth
century.
The first logical step is to search for the MS or MSS of the PD in
Romania. As far as I can ascertain, the collection of the Romanian
Academy does not include a complete MS that could have been used as
textus receptus for the edition. Under the communist regime, MSS from
different parts of Romania were taken to Bucharest, with the Romanian
Academy holding the largest Greek collection. MSS are also kept in the
Synodal Library and the National Library of Romania. Which MS or MSS
were used as a basis for the edition of the PD becomes an even more
obscure question after having studied the period and seen the mobility of
the Orthodox theologians and, by logical extension, the texts.

Late MSS that coexisted with the edition
It was a common phenomenon that printed texts coexisted with the
manuscript version of the text. Thus, the seventeenth century MSS of the
PD, although fragmented and late, also deserve our full attention.
Significantly, these are fragments of texts from that part of the PD which
could be used against contemporary “enemies”. Thus, MS BAR 587 (667)
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in Bucharest contains an as yet unidentified fragment of the PD containing
chapters against the Armenians, Pailitians, Bogomils, Saracens (ff). It
should be noted that the early manuscripts of the PD also underwent
transformations following the new agenda. The pages of the
aforementioned Cod. Gr. 297 (12 c.) were restored at the end of the
seventeenth century. The restorer, called Zaphiri, added a new colophon
(f. 367 verso) that mentioned the Metropolitan of Larissa and Entire Greece
and gave the date of 1692. To the subchapter against the Latins Zaphiri
was added an ornamented initial letter (f. 228 verso), emphasizing the
importance of this text. Another MS – Cod. Gr. 2972 – which belonged to
the library of Constantin Mavrocordat Balitza, and is now in The National
Library of Greece in Athens, only contains the chapter against the
Armenians (ff. 509 verso-517 verso). Finally, the MS in Bucharest – BAR
1300, written in 1765 – speaks directly about the printed edition and one
of the chapters it omitted. The chapter against the Saracenes of the PD
(ff. 56 recto - 67 verso) is included in this Anti-Islamic anthology together
with the explanation that it is not present in the 1710 edition “because of
a fear for those who rule over us (God knows their sins)”.83

Conclusion
The research performed in Romania yielded results that went far beyond
my initial intentions and the present article represents my first humble
attempt to read an authoritative anti-heretic anthology from
twelfth-century Byzantium in the historical setting of the Romanian
Principalities during seventeenth and eighteenth century. This vantage
point clearly shows that the PD was still read as genuine authority in the
fight against heresy and the old chapters were read in connection with
the new opponents of Orthodoxy. The first and only Greek edition of the
PD from Târgoviºte was to an equal extent the Panoplia of the Orthodox
theologians of the seventeenth century as it was the Panoplia of the
Byzantine Emperor Alexius I Comenus, because this was an edition of
outstanding quality with subtle but significant alterations to the content.
The PD remained highly authoritative in the Danubian Principalities in
the seventeenth century, so much so that some coeval sources fashioned
the image of Moldavian Ruler Vasile Lupu and “his” theologian Meletius
Syrigos after the model of Alexius I and his court theologian Euthymius
Zigabenus. Confronted with the growing influence of the Catholics and
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Calvinists in the region, Orthodox leaders once more recruited the PD to
religious cause. The abundant material I have found will allow me to
continue my research and write a “micro-history” of the book used against
heresy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This micro-history
should include details of the variations in the content of the PD and the
occasions on which the anthology was used. This study has shown how
the anthology was reused in at least three important Synods in the
seventeenth century – the Synod of Jassy (1642), the Synod of Jerusalem
(1672), and the Synod of Constantinople (1692) – and it is highly plausible
that it continued to be used during the following century. Inevitably,
such an approach touches on the attitude towards other groups in the
Romanian Principalities, and indeed the anthology contains chapters
against the Jews, Muslims, Armenians, Paulitians and all other groups
living together with the Orthodox. In order to create a coherent view this
history should also take into consideration sources other than those written
in Greek, which have formed the focus of my study until now. The
multi-language milieu of the Danubian Principalities needs to be
investigated in terms of a Romanian translation of the PD. The collections
of the libraries in Bucharest hold a number of Church Slavonic and Russian
manuscripts on heresy coeval with the edition of the PD. In addition,
research is required into the possible existence of a translation of the
anthology into Arabic, since during the seventeenth century the
Principalities were in close contact with Syria and printed a number of
books in Arabic as an answer to Protestant and Catholic propaganda in
the Middle East. Finally, the edition of the PD represented a contribution
by rulers and Orthodox leaders connected with the Romanian Principalities
to the preservation and continuation of the Orthodox tradition of the fight
against heresy – a battle which almost never included direct violence,
but always drew on the ancient tradition of anti-heretic texts and
anthologies. The problem of heresy and otherness in Byzantium has as
yet not be examined in parallel with the Romanian Principalities and
needs further research, an undertaking which promises to be a fruitful
enterprise.
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avec la collaboration de Bernard Flusin, Bucarest, 2001.
BRV I, 90, p. 301.
The relationship between Brâncoveanu and the Comneni was made possible
through Cantacuzenos using the prince’s maternal line. PIPPIDI, A., “L’
ordre Constantinien et les généalogies Byzantine”, in Études Byzantines et
Post-Byzantines, 3, 1997; IONESCU, D., “Þerban Cantacuzène et la
restauration byzantine. Un idéal à travers ses à travers ses images”, in Études
Byzantines et Post-Byzantines, 1, 1979; PIPPIDI, A., “‘Fables, bagatelles et
impertinences’ Authour de certaines généalogies byzantines des XVIe – XVIIe
siècles”, in Études Byzantines et Post-Byzantines, 1, 1979.
e)pro/stacen Eu)Ju/mion to\n Zugabhno\n, kai\ sune/grayen kata\ pasw=n
ai(re/sewn th\n dogmatikh\n panopli/an, to\ w(raio/taton bibli/on o(pou=
na\ ei)=nai ei)j th\n e)kklhsi/an.
BRV I, 90, p. 302.
For more on Lupu see Byzance apès Byzance pp. 163-164, 168-169, and
also the letter by Syrigos and the others in the Synod of Jassy as the exclusively
Orthodox ruler Legrand II 1894 pp. 472-473. In the Nectarius edition
Dositheos flatters the ruler Doukas by saying he is better than his father
Vasile Lupu.
)=Hsan de\ oi( pe/nte ou(=toi au)tokra/torej ou) mo/non basilei=j, a)lla\
kai\ a)rxierei=j, kaJ’ o(\n
tro/pon h( e)kklhsi/a ya/llei peri\ tou=
i)saposto/lou Kwnstanti/nou! kaJo/ti me/n )Ale/cioj h)gwni/sJh diafo/
roj u(pe\r th=j kaJolikh=j e)kklhsi/aj. BRV-I, 90, p. 302.
MAGDALINO, P., The empire of Manuel, p. 369.
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ANGOLD, M., Church and society in Byzantium under the Comneni,
1081-1261, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995.
For more on Vasile Lupu see IORGA, N., Byzance après Byzance, Bucharest,
1935, pp. 163-164, 168-169; CAMARIANO CIORAN, A., Les Académies
princières de Bucarest et de Jassy et leurs professeurs, Institute for Balkan
Studies, Thessaloniki, 1974, pp. 4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 21, 22, 34, 84, 90, 412,
663.
E
) peidh\ ga/r soi to\ su/nqhma de/dwken o( ku/rioj tou= ei)n= ai th=j e)kklhsi/
a au)tou= pro/maxon kai\ tw=n ai(re/sewn gennai=on katalu/thn, se\ mo/
non e)k pa/ntwn tw=n e)pi\ gh=j h(gemo/nwn w(j eu)/xrhston au)t%= e)kleca/
menoj. BRV I, 90, p. 313.
For a bibliography of Syrigos see B H II, pp. 470-472. Podskalsky, 271-278.
On the writings of Syrigos in connection with the Synod of Jassy see
ERBICEANU, C., “Scrierea lui Meletie Sirig contra Calvinilor ºi a lui Ciril
Lucaris, compusã prin ordinul Sinodului þinut la Iaºi 1642”, in Biserica
Ortodoxã Româna,18, 1894-1895, pp. 6-27; PALMIERI, A., “La Storia, la
data e il valore simbolico del Sinodo di Jassy (1642)”, in Bessarione, 8,
1910-1911, pp. 16-33.
For more on the context see the important study on Greek-Russian relations
at the time ALTRICHTER, H., Moskaus griechisches Jahurhundert,
Russisch-Griechische beziehungen und Metabyzantinischer einfluss
1619-1694, Franz Steiner Verlag Stuttgart, 1995. On the Confessio of Mohyla
see ELIAN, Al., “Contribuþia greceascã la Mãrturisirea Ortodoxã”, in Balkania
(Bucharest), 5, 1946. For the connections of Peter Mogila and Danubian
Principalities see CAZACU, M., “Pierre Mogyla (Petru Movilã) et la Roumanie:
Essai historique et bibliographique”, in Harvard Ukrainian Studies, Special
Issue, The Kiev Mohyla Academy, Commemorating the 350th anniversary of
its funding (1632), 13, 1\2 1984, pp. 188-221.
Monograph on the topic with bibliography:
TZIRAKES, N. (H perimetousiw/sewj eu)xaristikh\ e)/rij. Sumbolh\ ei\j
th\n o)rJo/docon peri\ metabolh=j didaskaki/an tou= iz / ai)w/noj, Athens,
1977, On pp. 165- 166 Tzirakes mentions PD and takes for granted the
connection of the anthology with Berengar. More on the problem of
transubstantiation in the first appendix of P0DSKALSKY, G., “ ( H
eu)xaristiakh\ e)ri/da tou= 17ou ai)w/na”, in He Hellenikç theologia epi
tourkokratias, pp. 487-492.
Commentaria veterum in sacrosancta quatuor Christi Euangelia ex
Chrysostomi aliorum sentiunt, Oecumenio? scriptis magna ex parte collecta,
autore quidem, ut pleri interprete vero Iohanne Hentenio.
The quotation comes after the edition (BRV 90) kept in the library of the RAS,
p. 134.
Of the many studies of Byzantium, the West and the Crusades, I would
mention just one which refers more directly to problem discussed and
provides further bibliography, see note 17.
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N. Tzirakes, )H peri\ metousiw/sewj eu)xaristikh\ e)/rij. Sumbolh\ ei)j
th\n o)rqo/docon peri\ metabolh=j didaskali/an tou= iz’ ai)w/noj. Athens,
1977.
On Caryophyllis and the Synod of 1691 see Podskalsky pp. 305-311.
DosiJe/ou patria/rxou I(erosolu/mwn, E
) gxeiri/dion kata\ I)wa/nnou tou=
Karuofu/llh, BRV, 97, pp. 337-338; BH II, 661.
…Pa/lin le/gonte/j tou oi( pistoi: diati/ de/n pei/Jesai ei)j th\n didaskali/
an kai\ do/can th=j
kaJolikh=j e)kklhsi/aj, o(pou= dida/skei peri\ tou=
musthri/ou pa=san th\n a)lh/Jeian; o( Karuofu/llhj a)pekri/neto: a)na/
Jema/ ton o(pou= de\n u(pota/ssetai ei)j th\n didaskali/an th=j kaJolikh=j
e)kklhsi/aj | e)no/ei de\ kaJolikh\n e)kklhsi/an Si/mwna to\n Basilei/dhn,
tou\j Gnwstikou\j, to\n Marki/wna, to\n )Ebi/wna, to\n Manixai=on, tou\j
)Amssalianouj, tou\j Bogomi/louj, th\n e)pi\ tou= Koprwnu/mou ei)j th\n
Blaxe/rnan tw=n Ei)konoma/xwn su/nodon, to\n Beregka/rion,to\n Kalbi=non,
to\n Lou/teron, to\n Lou/karin, to\n Korudale/a kai/ to\n e(autto\n tou,
kai/ tou\j o)padou\j au)tou=|. The whole passage is quoted after BH II, p. 35.
This had already been already observed by Franciscus Zinus, the translator
of the PD into Latin. In the prolog to the Latin edition he divides the heretics
into two groups: externi and intimi. Zinus writes: “Quaedam sunt in omnibus
adversariis communia, quaedam singulorum praecipua contra tela. Quidam
enim a nobis in omnibus fere dissentiunt, quidam videntur nobiscum vel
paucis vel multis in rebus convenire.” This quotation comes from the Paris
Latin edition of the PD held at the Gennadius Library, Athens.
Sumew\n tou= Makari/ou a)rxiepisko/pou Qessaloni/khj, Kata\ ai(re/
sewn, BRV, 81, pp. 273-275; BH II, 578.
On the translation of the works of Symeon of Thessaloniki in Russia carried
out from a book sent personally by Dositheos see: PAPADOPOULOS,
Chr. “Oi( patria/rxai I(erosolu/mwn w(j pneumatikoi/ xeiragwgoi th=j
(Rwsi/aj kata\ to\n IZ’ ai)/wna”, in Nea Siôn, 5, 1907.
MS BAR 604 (262).
ANGELOV, D., Bogomilstvoto v Balgaria, Sofia, 1969. p. 123-137; IVANOV,
J., “Proizhod na pavlikianite spored dva balgarski rakopisa”, in Journal of
the Bulgarian Academy of Science (BAN), 24,1922, pp. 22-31; Jovkov, M.,
Pavlikiani I pavlikianski selishta v balgarskite zemi XV-XVIII vek, Sofia, 1991.
Short description on Athanasius and the edition in KARATHANASES, A., Oi(
e(l
/ lhnej lo/gioi sth\ Blaxi/a (1670-1714), Hidryma Meleton Chersonesou
tou Haimou, Thessaloniki, 1982, pp. 143-144.
Antim of Iviron was a key figure at the time and champion of book printing
in the Principialties. For recent studies of him, including bibliography, see
ªTREMPEL, G., Antim Ivereanul, Editura Academiei Române, Bucharest,
1997.
“Mhtrofa/nhj Grhgora=j Dodwnai=oj i(eromo/naxoj a)nh\r e)llo/gimoj ei)dh/
mwn th=j e(llhnikh=j diale/ktou, pepaideume/noj th/n te Ju/raJen, kai\
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50

51
52

53

54

55

th\n kaJ’ h(ma=j i(eran paidei/an, poihth\j kai\ i(erokh/ruc! a)naginw/
skei kai\ melet#= ta\j Jei/aj grafa/j, kai\ ta\ tw=n pate/rwn th=j e)kklhsi/
aj
i(era\ suggra/mmata.” Dhmhtri/ou Prokopi/ou, “e)pitetmhme/nh
e)pari/Jmhsij tw=n kata\ to\n parelJo/nta ai)wn= a logi/wn Graikw=n, kai\
peri\ tinwn e)n t%= nu=n ai)w=ni a)nJou/ntwn”.
The text by Procopius published in SATHAS, C., Bibliotheca Graeca Medii
Aevi, Veince, 1872. vol. 3, pp. 501-502.
Kaisari/ou Dapo/nte, Kata/logoj i(storiko\j a)cio/logoj tw=n kaJ’ h(ma=j
xrhmatisa/ntwn e)pish/mwn Rwmai/wn, in SATHAS, C. Bibliotheca Graeca
Medii Aevi. Veince, 1972, pp 113-119. Daponte provides one letter, several
poems and a list of the other works of Metrophanes.
ZAVIRA, G. I., Ne/a (Ella=j h)/ (Ellhnikon Qe/atron,
Podskalsky gives the following chronology on the Patriarchs of
Constantinople based on the Julian calendar. Jacob (10th August 1679-30th
July 1682; Dionysius IV Mouselimes (30th July 1682-10th March 1684 );
Parthenius IV (10th March 1684-20th March 1685); Jacob (20th March
1685-end March 1686); Dionysius IV Mouselimes (end March 1686-12th
October 1687); Jacob (12th October 1687-3rd March 1688). If the chronology
of the text of Metrophanes is correct, then he must have been sent to
Macedonia during the first days of the third appointment of Jacob as Patriarch.
Podskalsky, pp. 497-498.
Reference to this MSS is provided in the excellent article on Metrophanes
and one of the books he edited, KOURNOUTOS, G., P., )(H Dwdeka/bibloj
tou= DosiJe/ou ei)j th\n tupografi/an tou= Boukouresti/ou, Qeologi/a,
24 (1953) 250-273 p. 261.
The MS with the ex-libris is described by POLITI,L.,”.Xeiro/ g rafa
monastiriw=n Ai)gi/ou kai\ Kalabru/twn”, (Ellhnika\, endekatoj, 1939,
p. 89. Kournoutos gives the following reference to the second MS: Eu)doki/
mou Chropotamhnou=, Kata/logoj Xeirogra/fwn monh=j Chropota/mou,
Qessaloni/kh, 1932, p. 81.
The text of this history is published by RUSSO, D.,”Mitrofan Griroras Cronica
Þãrii Româneºti (1714-1716 )”, in Revista Istoricã Românã, 4, Bucharest,
1934 pp. 1-43; the same text reprinted in RUSSO, D., Studii Istorice
Greco-Române, Opere postume, vol. 2 Bucharest, 1932, pp. 409-462.
Review on this book by Chrysostomos Papadopoulos in Qeologi/a, vol. IE,
1937.
See the references providing reviews of the books of Metrophanes:
KOURNOUTOS, G. P.,
“ ) ( H Dwdeka/bibloj tou= DosiJe/ou ei)j th\n tupografi/an tou=
Boukouresti/ou”, in Theologia, 24, 1953, pp. 260-262.
OIKONOMIDES,D.,”Ta\ e)n Blaxi/# e(llhnika\ tupografei=a kai\ ai( e)kdo/
seij au)tw=n (1690-1821)”, in Athina, 76, 1976-1977; pp. 73-74, 67, 94,
96-97, 99 BÃDÃRÃ, D., Tiparul Românesc la sfârºitul secolului al XVII-lea ºi
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66

începtutul secolului al XVIII-lea, Muzeul Brãilei, Editura Istros, Brãila, 1998.
pp. 168-169 on Metrophanes; p. 153 on Athanasius of Silistra.
BRV I, 148, p. 463. BH III, 32.
PAUN, R., “Reliques et pouvoir au XVIIIe siècle roumain. Le dossier de
poblème”, in Revue des etudes sud-est européennes, 1-4, 2001 (Bucharest,
2002), pp. 63-73.
In fact Metrophanes wrote two epigrams in the book: the one discussed
here and the other addressed to Constantine Brâncoveanu. Both epigrams
were reprinted in BH I, pp. 38-39. A translation of the epigram about
Vessarion reads as follows:
A robber has sold for gold to godless papists
Robber sold for money
the glorious body of Vessarion.
but his head remains for nourishing of piety
your firmness in the teachings
of the Catholic Church through the abundant miracles
strengthening the feast-loving faithful.
BRV I, 149, pp. 463-466; BH III, 37.
The act was agreed by the Bishop of the Romanian Orthodox Church on the
one hand, and the representatives of the Hungarian Roman Catholic Church
and the Habsburg Imperial Court in Vienna on the other. See also the view
of HITCHINS, K., “The idea of nation among the Romanians of Transylvania”
in Nation and National ideology. Past, Present and Prospects. Proceedings
of the international Symposium held at the New Europe College, Bucharest
April 6-7, 2001, Bucharest, 2002.
The title of this entry is Shmeiw/sij Disiqe/ou patria/rxou )Ierosolu/mon,
ei=j th\n parou=san su/nodon, ai)/tinej kei=ntai e)n t%= e)bdo/m% bibli/%
tou= peri\ )Ierosolu/moij patriarxeusa/ntwn teu=xouj.
For the History of the Patriarchs of Jerusalem see note 53.
Logi/dion ei)j to\ kosmoswth/rion pa/Joj tou= qeanJrw/pou lo/gou, BRV I,
145, pp. 457-460
The volume of Syrigos is available from the Romanian Academy. The
comparison with Lynceus is on page a - poi=oj o)cuderkh\j Lugkeu/j h)mporei=
na tai=j pera/s$ a)la/bwtoj; quoted after BRV 90.
This prolog is an example of the “distorting mirror” of Byzantine literature
and highlights once more the difficulty with the levels of the Greek Language.
Athanasius had written in a highly clacissizing manner, with perplexing
sentences and Homeric language. Reading this prolog is so difficult that the
editors of the BRV have left it without Romanian translation.
Bi/bloj e)niau/sioj th\n a(/pasan e)kklhsiastikh\n a)kolouJi/an, BRV I,
157, pp. 480-481; Picot, Anthime, 550. With the commentary by Picot
“Cette énorme volume, supérieurement imprimé fait honneur à la
Typographie de Tirgoviste” quoted from KOURNOUTOS, G., p. 261. The
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69
70
71
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74
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book is wonderful, in black and red ink with brown leather binding with the
medallion of the Old Testament Trinity in gold and small flowers. The copy
in RAS has the original book lock.
This colophone comes after the text of the Pentecostarion:
Te/loj, qe%= de\ do/ca t%= trishli/%,
t%= do/nti i)sxu/n t%= tapein%= mou no%=,
)OrJw=j noh=sai kai\ diorJw=sai a(/ma,
tw=n o)rJodo/cwn ta/jde ta\j Jei/aj bi/blouj.
(/Osoi ge ou)=n moi poime/nej klh=roj J’ a(/paj,
Oi( e)ntrufw=ntej tw=nde tw=n bi/blion )/Ioij,
su/ggnwte pa/ntej, ei) ti\ tw=n e)n tai=j bi/bloij
)/Oyij parh=ken h(=tton eu)Je/oj lo/gou.
(O th=j u(mete/raj a)ga/phj pro/Jumoj Jera/pwn tw=n presbute/rwn
eu)telh\j Mhtrofa/nhj
o( e)k Dwdw/nhj.
BRV I, 159, pp. 481-482; Picot, Anthime, 551. Available in the library of
RAS.
Peri\ tw=n o)ffi/kwn, klhrika/twn kai\ )Arxontiki/wn, BRV I, 173, pp.
499-500. Available from the library of RAS.
(Istori/a peri\ tw=n e)n (Ierosolu/moij patriarxeusa/ntwn, BRV I, .BH
III, 97. Available from the library of RAS.
The length of the passage prohibits is quotation here. It can be found on
pages 784-785 of the first edition.
N. CAMARIANO, N., Catalogul manuscriptelor greceºti din Biblioteca
Academiei Române, II, Bucharest, 1940, p. 183.
The catalog of the library of Mavrocordat was published by IORGA, N,.
“Pilda bunilor Domni din trecut”, in Anele Acad. Rom., secþ., ist. ser. II, vol.
37, 1914, pp. 85-120.
At least books were authored by the Prince BRV I, 127, pp. 419-421; BRV I,
128, pp. 421-422; BRV I, 135, p. 441; BRV I, 142, pp. 452-453.
See note 20.
)Antw/nioj Buza/ntioj, dida/skaloj th=j e)n Kwnstantinoupo/lei
sxolh=j, a)nh\r e)llo/gimoj, filo/ponoj, filomaJh/j, dah/mwn th=j
e(llhnikh=j glw/ssaj, pepaideume/noj th/n te Ju/raJen filosofi/an kai\
th\n kaJ’ h(ma=j i(era\n Jeologi/an! pollh=j a)/n ei)/h w)felei/aj pro/cenoj
toi=j filolo/goij tw=n ne/wn t$= proo/d% tou= xro/nou; ei) mh/ ge komid$= ne/
oj e)c a)nJrw/pwn e)ge/neto.
Xourmou/zioj Buza/ntioj, au)ta/delfoj tou= )Antwni/ou, kai\ kat’ ou)de\n
e)kei/nou a)ret$= kai paidei/# a)poleipo/menoj! a)pe/pleuse de\ ou(t= oj kai\
ei)j )Itali/an, kai\ tw=n e)n Patabi/% sofw=n pro\j kairo\n h)kroa/sato,
e)xrhma/tise kai\ dida/skaloj th=j e)n Kwnstavtinoupo/lei sxolh=j! kai\
ei)h
/ a)n\ ou)k e)la/ttonoj w)felei/aj pro/cenoj toi=j a)kroatai=j ei)g
/ e mh\ a)w/
r% Jana/t% a)petmh/Jh tou= bi/ou.
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Dhmhtri/ou Prokopi/ou, e)pitetmhme/nh e)pari/Jmhsij tw=n kata\ to\n
parelJo/nta ai)w=na logi/wn Graikw=n, kai\ peri\ tinwn e)n t%= nu=n ai)w=ni
a)nJou/ntwn, in SATHAS, C., Bibliotheca Graeca Medii Aevi. Veince, 1872.
vol. 3, p. 491.
Taken from the reference in Budapest.
On the authorship dispute between Photius and Zigabenus, see
PAPAVASILEIOU, A.,
Para/titloj is the used term. For the last section of the PD the same term is
used. Zinus translated this concluding entry in the following way: “Appendix.
- Photii patriarchae Constantinopolitani ex epistola ad Michaelem Bulgariae
principem de septem synodis oecumenicis”. See PG 130.
See PANAITESCU, P., Manuscrisele slave din Biblioteca Academiei R. P. R.,
Editura Academiei Republicii Populare Române, Bucharest, 1959, pp.
395-396. GEORGIEVA-GAGOVA, N., “Edin veroiaten prevodacheski
avtograf ot parvata chetvart na XV vek” (probable signature of a translator
from the first quarter of the fifteenth century), in Paleobulgarica, 25, 1, 2001.
On Maxime Marounius and bibliography see PODSKALSKY, pp. 188-206.
Euthymius Zigabenus, Commentarius in quatuor evangelia graecae et latinae/
Textum graecum…ad fidem duorum codicum…diligenter recensuit et repetita
versione latina Jo. Hentenii suis adiectis animadversionis edidit Christ. Frid.
Matthaei, Asher, Berlin and London, 1845. This book is available in
Gennadius Library, the text concerning the PD is presented in the PD 130
coll. 9-11.
The note reads as follows: )/Elegxoj safh\j tw=n )Ismahlitw=n kai\ th=j
fluari/aj tw=n )ecaire/twn dogma/twn au)tw=n, o(/stij h))=n sunhmme/noj
t$= Dogmatik$= panopli/# Eu)Jumi/ou monaxou= tou= Zigabhnou=, a)l
/ l’ ou)
sunetupw/Jh au)t$=, dia\ to\n fo/bon [tw=n] (oi(=j kri/masin oi)=de ku/rioj)
tw=n kratou/ntwn h(mw=n, w)= filanagnw/sta. BAR 1300 is described in
CARATAªU, M., Catalogul manuscriptelor greceºti din Biblioteca Academiei
Române, vol. 3, Bucharest, 2005, pp. 317-319. The MS entered the collection
of the Romanian Academy in 1952 and is of unknown provenance.
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